
Integrated Multi-Biometric Authentication System (iMBAS) 

Integrated Multi-Biometric Authentication 
System (iMBAS) establishes a life-long link 
between an individual, a unique identifier such as 
an identity number and a biometric 
characteristic. Secure iMBAS relies on 
technologies that can accurately and consistently 
analyze, recognize and confirm the identity of a 
person over large network.  

The backbone of the solution is essentially a 
State-of-the-Art Fingerprint identification 
solution (the solution is deployed in many Police 
organization for forensic grade usage). The Face 
& IRIS is the additional support layer for perfect 
ID management of user and it is Optional and can 
be integrated on requirements.    

The main outstanding proposition of Biometrics 
(Fingerprint, Face, IRIS) is the accurate and 
speedy identification of persons based on one or 
more physical characteristics. For example, the 
advantage of Multi-Biometrics over any 
conventional means of identification, such as a 
photo, is that a Biometric feature normally 
cannot be lost, stolen or forgotten, and is very 

difficult to share. Biometric Characters, which 
are unique to each and every person, also ensure 
non-repudiation by conclusively linking a person 
to an event. The Multi-Biometric platform uses 
best of all the biometric technologies i.e. 
Fingerprint, Face & Iris for fixing and managing 
identity of a person. 

Traditional way to satisfy person identity 
requirements is implementing a strong password 
enforcement system with a policy of often 
changing those alphanumeric strong passwords. 
This is very tedious and often risk to security 
break or identity theft. Especially institutions like 
Banks, Government /Corporates are most 
venerable to identity theft. Core Identity 
Management systems are the heart of every 
establishment where the visitors, contract 
workers & employee’s hues in number and they 
keep floating over many branches. In today’s 
digital world, mounting security threats have 
resulted in creating the need of tightened 
security for these types of establishments. With 
the advent of newer technologies, the 



establishments now seek more convenient, 
secure and reliable solutions to keep 
unauthorized users out of core their systems, 
complying with industry regulations and protect 
customers and assets from password or identity 
theft, fraud and other security risks. 

iMBAS can interface with any big or small 
establishment directly or through customer 
defined secure interface. This solution will allow 
big establishments /banks/ financial institutions 

to leverage multi-factor authentication (such as 
PIN numbers, passwords, live fingerprints, Face 
or IRIS.,) for secure access to the deployed core 
ID Management system/ solutions. We have very 
robust solution designing capability for audit 
trails/reports The solution has ability to store and 
manage all aspects of identity records, including 
encrypted log of all the events. These 
functionalities can be designed as per customer 
requirement and needs. This works as an extra 
security and investigation layer.  

 
 
Note: For Aadhar based eKYC only fingerprint /IRIS will be used. Facial recognition is 
add-on feature for extra and hassle-free identification /verification.  

Key Features:  

ü An integrated fingerprint/Face/IRIS identity record that can be synchronized across agencies while 
respecting legal and best-practice privacy requirements  

ü A complete, end-to-end, process-based solution that seamlessly supports identity management within 
a wider context and wider geo-locations.   

ü Comprehensive processes for managing application and enrolment processing, including multi-channel 
access. 

ü Sophisticated track-and-trace facilities for identity credentials  

ü A fully integrated case management tool that includes all aspects of identity – from the initial 
enrollment to appeals and post incident/event investigation and prosecution 

ü The ability to store and manage all aspects of identity records, including log of all the events 
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